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1: Basic Quality Tools
"The Old Seven." "The First Seven." "The Basic Seven." Quality pros have many names for these seven basic tools of
quality, first emphasized by Kaoru Ishikawa, a professor of engineering at Tokyo University and the father of "quality
circles.".

Identifies many possible causes for an effect or problem and sorts ideas into useful categories. A structured,
prepared form for collecting and analyzing data; a generic tool that can be adapted for a wide variety of
purposes. Graphs used to study how a process changes over time. The most commonly used graph for showing
frequency distributions, or how often each different value in a set of data occurs. Shows on a bar graph which
factors are more significant. Graphs pairs of numerical data, one variable on each axis, to look for a
relationship. Develop a flow chart of the area to be improved. Define the problem to be solved. Brainstorm to
find all possible causes of the problem. Organize the brainstorming results in rational categories. Once these
steps are complete, constructing the cause and effect diagram is very simple. Write the names of the categories
above and below the horizontal line. Draw in the detailed cause data for each category. Cause and effect
diagrams come in several basic types. Cause and Effect diagram The production process class cause and effect
diagram uses production processes as the main categories, or branches, of the diagram. This type of cause and
effect diagram lends itself readily to the brainstorming approach we are using. Cause and effect diagrams have
a number of uses. Organizing the knowledge of the group serves as a guide for discussion and frequently
inspires more ideas. Simply record your tests and results as you proceed. Check sheets are great tools for
organizing and collecting facts and data. Recording Check Sheets A recording check sheet is used to collect
measured or counted data. To collect measured data, the same general check sheet form is used. Checklists
The second major type of check sheet is called the checklist. Process checklist Defect check sheets Here the
different types of defects are listed and the observed frequencies observed. If reasonable care is taken in
recording tick marks, the check sheet resembles a bar chart. Defect checklist Stratified defects check sheets
These check sheets stratify a particular defect type according to logical criteria. This is helpful when the defect
check sheet fails to provide adequate information regarding the root cause or causes of a problem. The spatial
location is valuable in identifying root causes and planning corrective action. In this case, a picture is truly
worth a thousand words of explanation. Defect location check sheet lamination complaints. Cause and effect
diagram check sheet Cause and effect diagrams can also serve as check sheets. Once the diagram has been
prepared, it is posted in the work area and the appropriate arrow is marked whenever that particular cause or
situation occurs. Teams can also use this approach for historic data, when such data is available. How to
construct a histogram 1. Find the largest and the smallest value in the data. Compute the range by subtracting
the smallest value from the largest value. Select a number of cells for the histogram. Table below provides
some useful guidelines. Round to the nearest integer.
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2: Seven Basic Quality Tools - www.enganchecubano.com
The seven basic tools of quality is a designation given to a fixed set of graphical techniques identified as being most
helpful in troubleshooting issues related to quality.

Introduction Most organizations use quality tools for various purposes related to controlling and assuring
quality. Although a good number of quality tools specific are available for certain domains, fields and
practices, some of the quality tools can be used across such domains. These quality tools are quite generic and
can be applied to any condition. There are seven basic quality tools used in organizations. These tools can
provide much information about problems in the organization assisting to derive solutions for the same. A
number of these quality tools come with a price tag. A brief training, mostly a self-training, is sufficient for
someone to start using the tools. Let us have a look at the seven basic quality tools in brief. Flow Charts This
is one of the basic quality tool that can be used for analyzing a sequence of events. The tool maps out a
sequence of events that take place sequentially or in parallel. The flow chart can be used to understand a
complex process in order to find the relationships and dependencies between events. You can also get a brief
idea about the critical path of the process and the events involved in the critical path. Flow charts can be used
for any field to illustrate complex processes in a simple way. There are specific software tools developed for
drawing flow charts, such as MS Visio. You can download some of the open source flow chart tools
developed by the open source community. Histogram Histogram is used for illustrating the frequency and the
extent in the context of two variables. Histogram is a chart with columns. This represents the distribution by
mean. If the histogram is normal, the graph takes the shape of a bell curve. If it is not normal, it may take
different shapes based on the condition of the distribution. Histogram can be used to measure something
against another thing. Always, it should be two variables. Consider the following example: The following
histogram shows morning attendance of a class. The X-axis is the number of students and the Y-axis the time
of the day. Cause and Effect Diagram Cause and effect diagrams Ishikawa Diagram are used for understanding
organizational or business problem causes. Organizations face problems everyday and it is required to
understand the causes of these problems in order to solve them effectively. Cause and effect diagrams exercise
is usually a teamwork. A brainstorming session is required in order to come up with an effective cause and
effect diagram. All the main components of a problem area are listed and possible causes from each area is
listed. Then, most likely causes of the problems are identified to carry out further analysis. Check Sheet A
check sheet can be introduced as the most basic tool for quality. A check sheet is basically used for gathering
and organizing data. When this is done with the help of software packages such as Microsoft Excel, you can
derive further analysis graphs and automate through macros available. Therefore, it is always a good idea to
use a software check sheet for information gathering and organizing needs. One can always use a paper-based
check sheet when the information gathered is only used for backup or storing purposes other than further
processing. Scatter Diagram When it comes to the values of two variables, scatter diagrams are the best way to
present. Scatter diagrams present the relationship between two variables and illustrate the results on a
Cartesian plane. Then, further analysis, such as trend analysis can be performed on the values. In these
diagrams, one variable denotes one axis and another variable denotes the other axis. Control Charts Control
chart is the best tool for monitoring the performance of a process. These types of charts can be used for
monitoring any processes related to function of the organization. These charts allow you to identify the
following conditions related to the process that has been monitored. Stability of the process Identification of
common cause of variation Special conditions where the monitoring party needs to react 7. Pareto Charts
Pareto charts are used for identifying a set of priorities. This way you can figure out the parameters that have
the highest impact on the specific concern. This helps you to work on the propriety issues in order to get the
condition under control. Conclusion Above seven basic quality tools help you to address different concerns in
an organization. Therefore, use of such tools should be a basic practice in the organization in order to enhance
the efficiency. Trainings on these tools should be included in the organizational orientation program, so all the
staff members get to learn these basic tools.
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3: 7 Basic Tools of Quality / 7 QC Tools | Learn from our online Lean guide
7 Basic Tools of Quality. You can use the 7 basic tools of quality to help understand and solve problems or defects in
any industry. They're easy to use and don't require a masters degree in statistics, which is nice.

Quality Management tools In the present manufacturing world, Quality management and its methods
undergoing transformation. Through the evolution of total quality management, we see that every department
peoples that is top to bottom level people have being involved and its necessary for drastically changed or
customer requirements being higher level. So how to achieve good quality product, and how manufacturing
processes and related processes should maintained, is there any way to identify and analysis tools to bring the
information for it? Yes, quality tools are. What is 7 quality tools? Seven Basic Tools of quality 7 Quality tools
are visual aids makes statistic and quality control more comprehendible and statistical analysis less
complicated for quality personnel. The simple 7 Quality tools or Statistical tools are: Cause and effect
diagram: Cause and effect diagram is also called fishbone diagram, it is a tool for determining all the potential
causes for an actual effect. The key purpose of this diagram is to performance as a first step in problem solving
by building a list of possible causes. Check sheet is A structural form to makes it easier to collect data and
filling collections. The specific type of structure helps to make the data collection effort more accurate, and
support and shorting information, summarization of data which is often very effective for analysis. Control
charts are used to determine whether a process will produce a product with consistent measurable properties.
A histogram is bar graph, that shows frequency distributions, and provide the easiest way to calculate the
scattering of data. Pareto charts are used to identify and prioritize factors are more significant. Alternative
Stratification Seven Quality tools know as " 7 QC tools " are widely used in organization for various purposes
to identify problem and setup the priority problems quickly and effective manner related to controlling and
assuring quality. The reason behind the popularity of 7 quality tools, provides structured accomplishments that
give towards increasing or maintain product quality, and its basic fundamental is succeeding quality
improvement. The cause and effect diagram fishbone is a graphic tool that helps identify, short, and display
possible causes of a problem or quality characteristics. Fishbone or cause and effect diagram is a simple tool
for identify all the possible causes for particular effect. The mostly this diagram is to performance as initial
phase in problem solving by making a list of possible causes. The diagram able to highlight main cause by
review the diagram and evaluate it. Generally, diagram can be used to detect the problem of the incorrect
deliveries see, example diagram as below: Cause and effect diagram construction: Machinery and Equipment,
Procedures, Peoples and policies. Cause and effect diagram advantages: Helps to determine root causes.
Preparation of the diagram is educational in itself. Cause and effect diagrams describe, present and
demonstrates information of problem solving team. Diagram itself display results in active searches for causes,
its needs little review for it. In short, roadmap to verify overall picture of the processes. A manufacturing team
when going to launch a new product or service, the influences that will affect the finishing products must be
recognized. The fishbone chart can represent problem before they have a chance to begin, hence the most
manufacturing authority are conduct some basic data and prepare the chart to avoiding such issue. Check
sheets are special types of forms, use for collecting data from various departments, the format helps to make it
easier to collect data and tend to make the data collection effort mode accurate. The purpose of check sheets
tools for collecting and organizing measured or counted data, and collected information may use as input data
for other quality tools. The next step is to graph the defects per category in appropriate diagram. Cross
Tabulation Check sheets A Check sheet is a structural designed form in advance to allow easy collection and
aggregation of data information. By just simply enter some number or check marks on a check sheet, data can
be collected to extract necessary information about the point or performed specific observation in an efficient
manner, eliminating a possibility of skipping any of the required observation point. Please refer the table as
above for the usage and benefits of the check sheets. It is frequently used in regular manufacturing processes
and operations, often not specifically for quality control determination. A control chart Is a statistical tool used
to examine a process stability, Process variations predict expected product outcome. The primary purpose of
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the control chart is to prediction of expected product results, and used to ensure whether a process will
produce a product with consistent measureable properties. The manufacturing units are generally use control
chart to predict process which are out of control and possible out of specification limits, and the control chart
separate manage specific identifiable causes of variation. When to use a control charts? A Identification and
counting the number of defective product in ongoing processes. B To verify expected range of production
from the processes as predicting. C Examination of process stability D For analyzing outlines of process
variation from any particular causes or groups of causes, it can be common or change causes of variation. E To
prevent product measurement variation in ongoing processes. F To verify the process is in its normal state or
there are some anomalies. Why use control charts? Differentiate between special causes and common comes
Actually there are two cause of variation first is Common or change causes of variation, and second is special
or assignable causes of variation Monitor process variation over time Frequently monitoring on processes and
its consistent are important to quick identification and isolate variation in ongoing processes. Calculate the
control limits at least three standard deviations to efficient for setup the scales for your control chart. On Date
15 and 16 points which are down or equal to low control limits same on date 19, point out side of the upper
control limits that clear indicates of variations. A Histogram is a bar graph for graphically portraying a
frequency distribution as well as provide the easiest way to evaluate the distribution of data by showing
frequency data in structural visual views. The main purpose of the histogram is to determine the spread or
variation of a set of data points in a graphic format. In short "Histograms are graphical frequency boards that
visually capture and demonstration the variation in a set of data" When histogram used and what results will
be obtained? When huge data set in numerical, summarize data sets graphically. Show large volumes of data
that are difficult to interpret in common tabular form. Displays the comparative frequency of occurrence of the
various data values as well as the figure and dimension of the distribution will help identify otherwise unseen
sources of variation. Compare measurements to specifications. Discloses the outline, variation and shape of
the data and explains quickly the causal distribution of data. In short its allows you to identify at a glance the
variation that exists in a process. Outcomes for the histogram i. A histogram is generally used to study a
manufacturing process by inspecting the situation of the mean standards in the graph or degree of
discrepancies, to find a problem point that needs to be improved. Different between bar graph and histogram
When we creating a histogram, a range of data is divided into smaller sections having a uniform span, as you
can see above example picture indicate that production numbers are merged in various category range in
uniform, and number of data controlled in each division is calculated to improve a frequency distribution
table. Remember that, for the creating a histogram needs to sufficient data point, minimum 50 data points. The
Pareto charts is a bar graph, used to identify and prioritize problems to be solved. The Pareto chart also called
Pareto analysis or Pareto diagram. Actually it is the economic concept that applied for quality problem.
Analysis team can focus on those potential causes that will have the biggest impact if solution made. Why use
a Pareto chart? It is breaks potential problems into smaller pieces. Through Pareto chart we can Identifies most
significant factors from bunch of inconsequential problems set. Its helps to Demonstrate us, where to
concentration our efforts. Outcomes from Pareto chart, helps us to understand how better use of limited
resources. To construct a Pareto chart, the following steps are recommended: Make an initial list of problem
classification mean choose a problem that needs to be addressed. It is very important to decide which problem
you want to know more about in deep. Identify causes of issues based on available data set, and verify the
occurrences in each problem grouping. To be determine how these problem causes monitored, compared and
rank ordered for collected information for the Pareto chart in concern of occurrences and cost effective
manner. Decide time frame and select the significant unit of measurement such as frequency or cost. Scatter
diagram Scatter Chart are used to identify and study the possible relationship between the changes observed in
two different set of variables. Mostly the analyst uses the scatter diagram to identify associations that might
exist between a quality characteristic and a factor that might be motivating it, and the diagram shows the
relationship between two variables in a process. The scatter chart is generally used for showing and comparing
numbering values like statistical and engineering data. Identify the highest and lowest value for the variables,
draw the vertical and horizontal axes of the graph. In steep pipes manufacturing unit having a new production
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lines and want to determine what speed of machine is sufficient or perfect to maintain pipe thickness of steel
pipes, the analyst want to maintain pipe thickness close to 3. The analyst collects information from production
lines for particular machine with various speed Target machine and steel product , and measuring the thickness
of pipe, see below the set of information in scatter chart display: You can see in above picture indicates
relationship between machine speed and steel pipe thickness, where machine speed between 70 to 90 is perfect
for the target thickness of steel pipe as standard requirements of steel pipes. Flow Charts Alternative
Stratification: A flow chart is diagram that uses graphic symbols to depict the nature and flow of the steps in a
process. The purpose of the flow chart is to arrange visual illustration of the sequence of process and
operations required a task like graphic drawing of each process to measure, draw start point for process
improvement, identify potential faults in the process are made graphical. Why use a flow chart and results will
be obtained? It is promoting process understanding that that helps manage and identify the real flow or
sequences of events in a process that any product flows. Flow charts show what actually happens at each phase
in the process, in case of any non-standard events occurred, it is easier through graphically display. After
creating a flow chart, analyze the flow chart details to determine which steps add value and which does not in
the process of simplifying the manufacturing process flow. And remember that try to make flow chart simple
and easy to understand for all level of peoples. Peoples are using titles for essential quality tools as 7 Quality
tools, seven quality tools or 7 QC tools its only mean for collecting data, analyzing data, identifying root
causes and measuring the results to solve issues in processes. First Published On Date:
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4: Manufacturer's Edge â€“ 7 Basic Tools of Quality
Seven Basic Tools of Quality x The Seven Basic Tools of Quality (also known as 7 QC Tools) originated in Japan when
the country was undergoing major quality revolution and had become a mandatory topic as part of Japanese's industrial
training program.

The Seven Basic QC Quality Control Tools are a given set of graphical techniques identified as being helpful
in troubleshooting issues related to quality [1]. These seven are called basic because they can be used easily by
anyone to solve the vast majority of quality-related issues. Many quality professional believe these were
originated by Dr. Ishikawa, a world renowned quality professional. Cause and Effect Diagrams: Fishbone
Diagrams, Ishikawa Diagrams These diagrams are tools that organize a group or persons knowledge about the
causes of a problem or issue and display the information graphically. It was originally created and used by Dr.
Kaoru Ishikawa and is sometimes called an Ishikawa Diagram. Also, because of its shape it is called a
Fishbone Diagram. In general what you do is brainstorm ideas causes then group them in to categories. Those
categories become the many branches of the Cause and Effect diagram. This is another simple but powerful
tool. Check Sheets are lists of items and the frequency that the item occurs. They are use to answer many
important questions such as: Has all the work been done? Has all the inspection been done? How frequently a
problem occurs? They are often used to remind individuals doing complex tasks of what to do and in what
order. They are also used many times in conjunction with other tools to help quantify or validate information.
Control charts are the most difficult of the seven tools to use. When a process step is important, we would
prefer that the step not vary at all. ONLY when this can not be accomplished in an economical way does one
choose to use a control chart. Control charts are only useful if the step operation or function , over time,
exhibits measurable random variation. Control charts display the data over time Time is on the x axis above
listed as sample. If you create a control chart, you must also have with it an action plan. Besides control limits
for control charts, there are several other type of trends runs that can indicate an out-of-control process. What I
have shown above is only one type a control chart and one of the simplest to use but there are several others
not so simple to use. Below is a Decision Tree Diagram of the different type and there use. Be sure you
understand the application of each control chart or get help if you plan to use one of these. Histograms take
your data and give it a shape Distribution. With this, you can see the data sets spread, central tendencies, and if
it meets requirements. As you can see, it is a valuable troubleshooting tool. You can take it a compare
differences between machines, people, suppliers etc. Pareto Charts are a specialized Histogram of count data.
It arranges the Bins or Cells in largest to smallest counts and gives you an accumulation line as seen below.
Later it was found to hold true in many things and help us focus on the critical few. With a chart like this a
team can decide where to place its priority and focus the big hitters. This is extremely helpful when time and
money is limited as it is in most cases. Scatter plot are a very simple tool to use to see if there is a correlation
between two things i. As one can see in the chart above the fruit on the tree increase in weight the longer it is
on the tree. In scatter charts we see if one thing relates correlates with another. Below is a set of chart that
shows some of the relationships you might find with this tool. Flow Charts, Run Charts, etc. To me
Stratification is a catch-all for summarizing, picturing, or applying some tool to data so you can understand
what is happening. Stratification is the process of dividing members of a population into homogeneous
subgroups before using it. The data strata should be mutually exclusive: The data should also be collectively
exhaustive: In many texts they list either flow charts or run charts under this seventh tool area. A flow chart
takes a group of steps in a process and summaries them into a map of the way the process works. They are
created to: Create a common understanding of the process flow Clarify steps in a process Uncover problems
and misunderstanding in a process Reveal how a process operates good and bad Helps you ID places for
improvement. Well there you have a short description of the Seven Basic Quality Tools. Stay in touch as I go
into each tool with details of how to construct and interpret them. If, you have questions or comments please
feel free to contact me by leaving a comment below, emailing me, calling me, or leaving a comment on my
website.
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5: 7 Quality tools (seven basic tools of quality): Quality Management tools
The 7 quality tools were first conceptualized by Kaoru Ishikawa, a professor of engineering at the University of Tokyo.
They can be used for controlling and managing quality in any organization. They can be used for controlling and
managing quality in any organization.

Quality is one of the modern project constraints which leads the project management processes and activates.
There are 3 processes of quality management throughout the project lifecycle. These are- Plan quality
management Perform quality assurance Control quality Each of the 3 processes have their own tools, but there
are some tools that can be used in all the 3 processes. These 7 basic quality tools are examples of shareable
tools: So it can describe the steps of any process through graphical symbols which are connected to each other
by paths that represent the direction of the workflow. The symbols can be circles, rectangles, diamonds or any
other shapes which must be predefined to make the flowchart easy for understanding. We begin the flowchart
by the start node, which is often represented as a circle shape. Then we represent each action or step we do by
rectangle shape. Flowcharts are very useful when we want to make a correction for any process. It helps us
eliminate the redundancy and unuseful work steps. Also, it is very useful when we use it for creating the
project statement of work. Categories are ordered by the frequency of each category from high frequency on
the left side of the vertical axis to low frequency on the right side of it. So Pareto Diagram is very useful when
we use it with cause and effect diagram also called Ishikawa or fishbone. The below example shows Pareto
Diagram for the reasons that lead to delay in a software project. It is a tool for showing the central tendency,
statistical distribution and dispersion of a given set of measurements that will be shown on a vertical bar chart.
We can use it in many applications such as- defining the resources that will perform the project work by using
Resource Histogram which shown below We can do the same thing with one resource in a timely manner such
as dividing the categories by months and defining the number of one resource such as senior developer via
each month of the project lifecycle. It is a diagram that represents the cause and effect as a fishbone. Its head
represents the problem or objective and the body represents the causes of the problem or the actions that
should be performed to reach the goal or objective at the head of the fishbone. When we find a problem with
any process such as a process variation or an increasing number of defects, we can use the fishbone to find the
source of problem. Each resource can also be divided into a number of resources, till we reach the original
resources of the problem. The Fishbone problem statement often comes from the Control Chart when its
measurements point to a problem in the process stability. The following diagram shows the cause and effect
diagram for the delay of software projects 5- Checksheets Tally sheets: The acceptance criteria of each test
must be listed on the sheet to be a guide for determining if the inspected item of the sample such as- a piece of
code in the software project has passed a test item such as a unit test. Then we gather the frequencies of each
defect and represent it in Pareto Chart. So any measurement or data shown in Scatter Diagram is represented
by a pair of X,Y. The correlation between x and y shown is based on the rule that Y is dependent on X but X is
not dependent on Y. So there are many types of correlations such as- positive correlation proportional ,
negative correlation Inverse or pattern of no correlation Zero Correlation. An example of positive correlation
is- the weight of the human and its relation to his age between one year and So we will consider the age is X
axis and the weight is Y axis. In a negative correlation, when X is increased, Y decreases. When we want to
determine if a process is stable or not, we use a control chart. When we ensure that the process is unstable, we
perform a corrective action and monitor the result of these actions to measure its effect on the process stability.
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6: Seven basic tools of quality - Wikipedia
The seven Basic Quality Tools are part of the Control Quality process. You do not need to use all 7 Basic Quality Tools
on all of your projects. As a project manager, you need to be aware of what is in your toolbox and pull out the
appropriate tool in the appropriate situation.

Use it to draw line and scatter graphs using ConceptDraw DIAGRAM v12 diagramming and vector drawing
software for illustrating your documents, presentations and websites. The given method is widely used in
production, in educational system, in government organizations and so on. This scheme is composed of
conventional images or symbols of components that operate by means of electric energy. To simplify the
creation of these schemes you can use house electrical plan software, which will not require a long additional
training to understand how to use it. Any building contains a number of electrical systems, including switches,
fixtures, outlets and other lightening equipment. All these should be depicted in a building electrical plans and
included to general building documentation. This home electrical plan displays electrical and
telecommunication devices placed to a home floor plan. On the plan, each electrical device is referenced with
the proper symbol. Electrical symbols are used for universal recognition of the building plan by different
persons who will be working on the construction. Not all possible electric symbols used on a certain plan, so
the symbols used in the current home plan are included to a legend. The electrical home plan may be added as
a separate document to a complete set of building plans. The quality control chart is a graphic that illustrates
the accordance of processes or products to the intended specifications and degree of differences from them.
Depending on what type of data you need analyze, there are used different types of quality control charts:
X-bar charts, S charts, Np charts. There is a short and an extended list of basic flowchart symbols and their
meaning. Basic flowchart symbols include terminator objects, rectangles for describing steps of a process,
diamonds representing appearing conditions and questions and parallelograms to show incoming data. This
diagram gives a general review of the standard symbols that are used when creating flowcharts and process
flow diagrams. The practice of using a set of standard flowchart symbols was admitted in order to make
flowcharts and other process flow diagrams created by any person properly understandable by other people.
The flowchart symbols depict different kinds of actions and phases in a process. The sequence of the actions,
and the relationships between them are shown by special lines and arrows. There are a large number of
flowchart symbols. Which of them can be used in the particular diagram depends on its type. For instance,
some symbols used in data flow diagrams usually are not used in the process flowcharts. Business process
system use exactly these flowchart symbols. At first sight, it might seem that workflow diagram symbols are
quite similar to a regular flowchart. But workflow diagram is a more accurate way to present working
processes. Workflow diagrams are helpful for a working process analyzation, to depict a pathway of process
issues, personalize responsibilities and identify resources that will help to optimize a workflow. Generally,
Workflow diagram deploys flowchart symbols for displaying work process steps and relationships. But, often
it require some additions and improvements to become more professional and illustrative.
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7: 7 Basic Quality Tools: Quality Management Tools | ASQ
The seven basic quality control tools are a set of commonly used graphical statistical analysis tools. They can be used
to help solve many different types of problems, not just quality problems. The seven tools are: cause and effect
diagrams, check sheets, control charts, histograms, Pareto charts, scatter plots, and data stratification.

What follows is a brief overview of each tool. The structured nature of the method forces the user to consider
all the likely causes of a problem, not just the obvious ones, by combining brainstorming techniques with
graphical analysis. It is also useful in unraveling the convoluted relationships that may, in combination, drive
the problem.. They are used to capture data in a manual, reliable, formalized way so that decisions can be
made based on facts. As the data is collected, it becomes a graphical representation of itself. Areas for
improvement can then be identified, either directly from the check sheet, or by feeding the data into one of the
other seven basic tools. They are reasonably complex statistical tools that measure how a process changes over
time. By plotting this data against pre-defined upper and lower control limits, it can be determined whether the
process is consistent and under control, or if it is unpredictable and therefore out of control. Histogram
Histograms are a form of bar chart. Most commonly they are used to discern frequency of occurrence in long
lists of data. For instance, in the list 2, 2, 3, 3, 3, 3, 4, 4, 5, 6, the number 3 occurs the most frequently.
However, if that list comprises several hundred data points, or more, it would be difficult to ascertain the
frequency. Histograms provide an effective visual means of doing so. It is a vertical bar chart with items
organized in order from the highest to the lowest, relative to a measurable effect: Scatter Diagrams A Scatter
Diagram, or Chart, is used to identify whether there is a relationship between two variables. It does not prove
that one variable directly affects the other, but is highly effective in confirming that a relationship exists
between the two. Flow Chart A flow chart is a visual representation of a process. It is not statistical, but is
used to piece together the actual process as it is carried out, which quite often varies from how the process
owner imagines it is. Seeing it visually makes identifying both inefficiencies and potential improvements
easier. Summary The seven basic tools of quality can be used singularly or in tandem to investigate a process
and identify areas for improvement, although they do not all necessarily need to be used. If a process is simple
enough â€” or the solution obvious enough â€” any one may be all that is needed for improvement. They
provide a means for doing so based on facts, not just personal knowledge, which of course can be tainted or
inaccurate. Ishikawa advocated teaching these seven basic tools to every member of a company as a means to
making quality endemic throughout the organization.
8: 7 Basic Quality Tools for Efficient Project Management
These are- Plan quality management Perform quality assurance Control quality Each of the 3 processes have their own
tools, but there are some tools that can be used in all the 3 processes. These 7 basic quality tools are examples of
shareable tools: 1- Flow Chart: It is a graphical description of workflow steps.

9: Six Sigma Quality Control Certification - Six Sigma Online
The 7 Basic Tools of Quality (or 7 QC Tools) is a set of relatively simple data analysis tools used to support quality
improvement efforts.. These tools are fairly simple in that they don't require sophisticated statistics to use (though control
charts border on being too complex for the typical user to develop.).
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